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This article1 is an attempt to answer the question Bernard Aspe recently asked us: 

“How do we share a dream?” 

 

 Last spring (in March 2020), we received a call from a collective in the Alps about 

the defense of a Glacier, not only from the point of view of its usefulness to humans, 

but by considering it as a full player in our living environment. “We are all actors in 

our worlds,” the call says, “humans with their different activities, animals with their 

specific behaviors, mountains, rivers, and glaciers with their unstable and moving 

masses.2” The Collective “La Grave autrement” invites us to think like a glacier, just as 

Aldo Leopold invited us to think like a mountain, that is to say not only from our 

human perspective but also from our “terrestrial condition,” from a perspective that 

goes beyond the historical frame of humankind. 

This forces us to change our perspective, which cannot be done without a profound 

transformation of our sensibilities and our ways of viewing ourselves as human, 

beyond our anthropocentric vision, as the call suggests: 

 

“We are used, in the West, to consider glaciers as inanimate elements that are 

part of our “natural environment,” rather than as full players in a world we 

inhabit in common. Perhaps it is this idea that we must start to deconstruct in 

order to weave the threads of another possible story. A detour through the 

 
1 Excerpt from La condition terrestre – De nouvelles institutions pour habiter en Commun, 
éd. Seuil , coll. Anthropocène, 2022 (forthcoming). 
2 See “Tribune pour un glacier (tribune for a glacier)” by La Grave autrement : préservons le 
Meije (http://lagrave-autrement.fr/appel-a-signatures-de-personnalites/). 
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indigenous collectives who have connected for thousands of years with 

mountains and glaciers on a daily basis can help us reformulate the problem. 

For these collectives, there is no contradiction between considering them as 

living entities towards which humans have certain “duties to dialogue,” and the 

need to move through them and / or to use the water they provide to those 

who live nearby … And us, there? Is it so difficult to change our perspective, to 

relate to mountains and to not see them any longer mere places of play and 

enjoyment developed for an exhausted humanity in need of meaning?” 

 

 This text puts into words a profound upheaval which is currently taking place 

within the very heart of the Western tradition, an upheaval which appears more and 

more clearly in various movements of resistance, both on the ZADs (Zones à 

Défendre, i.e. zones to defend) and on the terrains of protection of endangered 

species or that of resistance to destruction of natural environments. From this point 

of view, Notre-Dame-Des-Landes’ ZAD (a Zone defended against the project of 

construction of an airport) is an exemplary case, for the defense of the bocage and 

the newt has gradually evolved into a becoming-newt. The newt has gone from being 

a protected species to being a symbol of the ZAD. Co-habitation in a common habitat 

has opened a process of subjective and collective metamorphosis involving the 

emergence of new forms of relationships between humans and other-than-humans. 

Because these experiences of struggle, in which a vital defense is played out for other 

forms of life, have some real effects on the so-called “humans” who are involved - 

body and soul – in these struggles. These experiences redraw the meaning and the 

very contours of human beings who for so long, in the Western context, have been 

defined by their opposition to animals. They also imply a fundamental redefinition of 

the human person who is seen more and more in a relational mode, composed of all 
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the relationships that register him in the living environment in relation to other forms 

of existence. These struggles open the way to multispecies, terrestrial futures. 

To become terrestrial must be understood here in the sense that the Earth is not 

this “blue marble” that can be grasped from satellites – an object that is measurable, 

comprehensible, and dissectible by the all-powerful eye of a Promethean humanity -

- but the metamorphic stratification resulting from the primordial powers which gave 

it birth, and which continue to transform it. What if, like the “la Grave autrement” 

collective, we tried to change focus by no longer looking at the Earth from the outside 

but from its jolts and eruptions? What if we thought of the Earth less as a stable 

surface to occupy than as a ball of intensities made up and crossed by lines of 

becoming, persistence and survival? This Earth would be the Earth seen since its 

metamorphoses: Earth-Gaia, or Black Earth. 

 

 

1) Earth-Gaia or the time of metamorphosis 

 

Why mention Gaia here? Why use a figure from Greek mythology to name the 

Earth? When Isabelle Stengers, in Le temps des catastrophes, forms the expression 

“the intrusion of Gaia” to name what is more traditionally qualified as an ecological 

disaster or a climate crisis, she refers to the Gaia Hypothesis proposed by James 

Lovelock and Lynn Margulis in 1972. The Gaia Hypothesis suggests that the Earth is a 

complex self-regulating system that includes all organisms and their inorganic 

surroundings. Gaia names a living planet with a history of its own. But in Lovelock’s 

perspective, this complex system is stable, similar to a good and nurturing mother3. 

 
3 Isabelle Stengers, Au temps des catastrophes, Résister à la barbarie qui vient, Paris, La 
découverte, 2009, p. 35. 
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On the contrary, according to Stengers, Gaia the goddess worshiped by the ancient 

Greeks was rather frightening, not to be offended. This last figure of Gaia reflects 

more adequately our contemporary nature, a nature in the midst of an irreversible 

crisis, a nature we can no longer consider as passive but who responds to human 

assaults. 

But the issue we want to address here concerns more the act of naming our 

contemporary relation to nature, to the Earth, through a mythic figure, the fact of 

using the narrative of the myth to think the event to which we are confronted. What 

kind of narrative is a myth? What kind of relation to time does it bring into play? 

According to the anthropologist Eduardo Viveiros de Castro, the myth’s action 

takes place in a time out of time, in a pre-cosmic, pre-individual and metamorphic 

condition that persists, in a latent form, in the present.4 The narrative of a myth tells 

the moment of creation, the coming of a world from the forces at stake in this 

metamorphic condition. In this sense, a myth refers to a dimension of time which 

doesn’t hold the observable or the measurable, a dimension that interrupts the 

temporal regime of history and that brings into play the very meaning of our worldly 

existence, of “our” being in the world—the “we” in question here no longer really 

knowing who “they” are and to what they are devoted.5 

Something happens that takes hold of another time, of an event-based time6: the 

time not only of the end (as Gunther Anders said7) but also of a re-birth, of an 

emergence. But the time of the emergence, of the arrival of a world, cannot be 

described in the discursive and temporal regime of history since the latter supposes 

 
4 Eduardo Viveiros de Castro, Métaphysiques cannibales, PUF, Paris, 2009, p. 39. 
5  Isabelle Stengers, Au temps des catastrophes, Résister à la barbarie qui vient, Paris, La 
découverte, 2009. 
6 With the meaning that Deleuze and Guattari give to the event: the part that, in everything 
that occurs, avoids its own realization. 
7 Günther Anders, Le temps de la fin, Paris, L’Herne, 2012. 
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the already-there, based on the possibility of an observation of the stages of the 

causal chains that made it possible. The advent, the birth and the end of a world can 

only be talked about by a mode of discourse that traditionally falls under the category 

of myth. Myth should not be confused with the imaginary, in the sense of a fictitious 

representation, disembodied, cut off from reality. Mythical discourse only has 

meaning because it brings into play an ordeal, the ordeal of a crossing, of a radical, 

fundamental, and perilous transformation. This is why there is always a story that 

imagines pre-cosmic, primordial conditions from which worlds appear, with all that 

this passage entails of tearing, uprooting, separation, and creation. This story does 

not therefore refer to historical origins, modeled on the regime of meaning linked to 

writing, the rest being relegated to the register of prehistoric times, that is to say to 

some “primitive,” “savage” people, and animality, but to the confrontation with a pre-

cosmic birth from which emerges a not yet oriented set of metamorphoses and 

worlds in formation. The myth expresses the nascent image8 of a world: the way in 

which a world takes shape, begins to form an image for a collective. The myth is the 

form that a primordial dream takes for a collective that changes and commits to 

making a world: a shared dream9. From this nascent image, it is possible to take charge 

of the existential, pathic dimension, which is at stake in the experience of such a re-

birth, a taking charge from which terrestrial beings can rewrite their collective 

histories, redraw the forms of their co-habitations, reweave the broken threads of 

their relations and their link to the Earth. 

 

 
8 Sophie Gosselin, David gé Bartoli, Le toucher du monde, techniques du naturer, Dehors, 
2019. 
9 The dream of modernity has become a nightmare. How can we dream together again 
without having a dream that reduces or abolishes the differences, but, on the contrary, brings 
justice to the profuse multiplicity of the terrestrial forms of life? 
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Gaia’s intrusion therefore does not evoke, like the Anthropocene, a new period in 

the evolution of the world, of the Hadean (called after the god Hades) beginning 4.6 

billion years ago, to the Archean (after Arche, corresponding to the sovereignty of 

Zeus), then to the Pleistocene and the Holocene. As Deborah Danowski and Viveiros 

de Castro say in The Ends of the World,10 with Gaia it is time itself, as a manifestation 

of change, that changes. Time is no longer seen, like with the Moderns, as a linear, 

directional continuity, like the “arrow of time,” but introduces a vertical depth made 

up of moving strata and unpredictable outpourings from which new ways of making 

a world emerge. Chaotic times of beginnings, of a pre-cosmic or mythical order, which 

are caught in the folds of the Earth. However, in the accounts of these emerging 

worlds, the hero of the story can no longer be Anthropos, the Promethean Man, the 

universal subject of the modern world, this ending world. Gaia’s intrusion rightly 

describes the deposition of Anthropos (of the modernized human) and the new 

experience of his vulnerability, due to its interdependence with other forms of life 

and the fact of experiencing the instability of a living and “ticklish” Earth, as Stengers 

puts it.11 

So, it is not simply a question of substituting Gaia for the Promethean Man, of 

changing the transcendent figure. Because the Earth-Gaia is not the resurgence of 

the Greek goddess, less that of Hesiod’s Gaia who, emerging from Chaos, the yawning 

Abyss, will end up under the yoke of Ouranos, Chronos, then of Zeus the Male 

Sovereign, than the Dark Gaia, the one who, despite her carved form, despite the 

delimited and distinct forms to which she gives birth, does not however lose her 

eruptive power, which comes from the depths, and which allows her to generate 

 
10 Deborah Danowski and Eduardo Viveiros de Castro, The Ends of the World, Polity Press, 
2017. 
11 Isabelle Stengers, Au temps des catastrophes, résister à la barbarie qui vient, éd. La 
découverte, 2008. 
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heterogeneous forces and forms of life. As the Hellenist Jean-Pierre Vernant puts it, 

the Earth “nevertheless remains, in its depths, similar to the “Gap” (“béance”). She is 

the Black Earth.” 12 

We would like here to suggest a link between the “Black Earth” mentioned by 

Vernant and the “Black Earth” theorized by Achille Mbembe in Brutalisme. The later 

traces the story of the radical violence perpetrated by colonialism against African 

people. The colonial power not only submitted them to slavery, plundered and 

exterminated them, but also destroyed their world. Mbembe establishes a continuity 

between the witch-hunt that took place during the Renaissance period in Europe and 

the colonization of Africa. Europeans viewed women as witches and black bodies as 

an animist relation to the world. They shared a metaphysics of the becoming against 

the metaphysics of substance which dominated the Western systems of thought and 

action. In doing so, they called into question the fantasy of unity, identity, and purity 

at the core of this metaphysics. Like witches, African people were similarly 

demonized, rejected in the “night of the intimate animal.”13 “In a formidable act of 

phantasmatic projection,” Mbembe writes, Europe has assimilated this inexistant 

subject (the “Negro”) and his own share of darkness. This is the reason why the debate 

around the exit from “the European humanity’’ became inseparable from the history 

of blackness, and beyond, the issue of the ‘’whole Earth’’.14 The story of the brutal 

submission of women and black people forms the dark and invisible side of the 

transformation of the vital forces of nature in exploitable resources. This is why 

 
12 Jean Pierre Vernant, L'Univers, les Dieux, les Hommes. Récits grecs des origines, Paris, 
Éditions du Seuil, 1999. 
13 Achille Mbembe, Brutalisme, La découverte, Paris, 2020, p. 206. 
14 Ibidem, p. 234. “Dans un formidable acte de projection fantasmatique, l’Europe avait rabattu 
sur ce sujet inexistant (le Nègre) sa propre part de ténèbres. C’est la raison pour laquelle le 
débat sur la sortie de la ‘’crise de l’humanité européenne’’ devint inséparable de la question 
nègre et, par-delà, de celle de la “Terre tout entière’’.” 
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women’s liberation and black liberation are inseparable from the liberation of all 

earthly life, of their vital and metamorphic powers--inseparable from the destitution 

of racism, patriarchy, and colonialism. 

Thus, if Gaia is the name of an event that inaugurates the burst of the metamorphic 

powers repressed and brutalized by capitalism and the modern colonial power, we 

must rewrite the narrative of this mythic figure by subtracting it from the patriarchal 

and ethnocentric Greek tradition. The Gaia who is now at stake is therefore less the 

name of the goddess who presides over the advent of Zeus and the good government 

of the Universe, than that of a primordial power, a germinal power that gives birth to 

the multiplicity of bodies and terrestrial relationships: what we call the 

Metamorphosis of the Black Earth. To be regenerated with Gaia would then not mean 

to find a state of harmony or plenitude with a fantasized Edenic nature, or to establish 

a planetary government, but to allow the powers of metamorphosis that inhabit her 

to reappear and traverse us. It would mean, as Mbembe invites us to do, to implement 

a new politics of repair (or care) that does not consist only in a “redistribution of the 

places,” but in “other ways of negotiating and resolving the conflicts aroused by the 

different antagonistic ways of inhabiting the world, a vast reordering of 

relationships.”15 It would mean: to draw one’s strength from the Black Earth, the Black 

rebel Earth, and to free it from the authoritarian and totalizing power of a Sovereign 

god who takes himself for the sovereign Good, supposedly transcending differences 

and conflicts. 

Indeed, according to Hesiod’s account, after his victory over the Titans, Zeus 

constantly surrounds himself with Kratos, the power of universal sovereignty, and 

with Biè, the ability to unleash violence against which it is impossible to defend 

oneself. He only needed one quality to be certain of his Power: metis, cunning 

 
15 Ibidem, p. 236-237 
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intelligence, so as not to fall into the trap into which his father Chronos fell, using a 

pharmakon, thinking it was a cure that turned out to be an emetic, vomiting up his 

hated son, Zeus himself. So, he had to marry the personified cunning Mètis, which had 

the power to metamorphose in order to domesticate her, to embody her by absorbing 

her, by feeding on her: He cunningly asked her to show him her skill: when she 

metamorphized into a drop of water, he swallowed it and, thanks to that, obtained all 

the powers. His reign was finally unchallenged. 

To become sovereign, he had to ward off the Mètis, the intelligence of cunning, but 

also the “Métisse,” the one who crosses paths, species, and races. Always the same 

neuralization/appropriation of the power of metamorphosis, always the same guilt of 

mixing with the “Black,” the “Dark,” the uncertain. Offended, Gaia wanted to dethrone 

him. She had a son, a Titan named Typheus (or Typhon), with her companion Tartarus, 

an echo of the primordial Chaos. This Titan is the anti-Sovereign. He is the one who 

lives at the antipodes of Heaven, Ouranos and his lineage, Chronos and then Zeus. 

But in Hesiod, it is always Zeus who wins, the Male. However, Hesiod recognizes in 

Gaia a certain sovereignty, a sovereignty that she would like to share with others, 

thus refusing the established hierarchy and the absolute domination of Zeus and the 

Olympian: with the birth of Typhè, Gaia wished to give this world a terrestrial 

character, which the lineage of Sovereigns never ceases to dispute or deny. Earth-

Gaia is the alliance of what is most terrestrial within itself (that is to say what is 

habitable, shareable) and, at the same time, of what is most chaotic (an animist and 

metamorphic power). Earth-Gaia is the chimerical personification of an ontological 

duplicity: not a stable identity, but an instability between two tendencies. Gaia is the 

mother who gives birth, who gives birth to beings and to History. She is also 

rebellious, creative, and chthonian, and dethrones the sovereign males. Terre-Gaïa is 

“the Black Earth,” she is the birth of all revolt and the revolt that gives birth. She is not 
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a balance of forces, a stability that only the greatest cruelty can provide, but a game 

of forces aiming at creating a gap: Earth-Gaïa is the game of metamorphosis. 

Now it is precisely this game that the Sovereign power seeks to capture by fixing 

the subjects it governs, by anchoring them in a fixed identity, a defined figure or form 

(identity, role, function). Elias Canetti called this process of fixation enantiomorphosis: 

“The potentate fights incessantly against spontaneous and uncontrollable 

metamorphoses. The means he uses in this struggle, to unmask, is diametrically 

opposed to the process of metamorphosis, and we could call it enantiomorphosis.”16 

As the Greek myth of Métis portrays it, the Sovereign can only assert his power 

because he captures, for his own benefit, the power of metamorphosis. It is on this 

capture that his authority is based, in the sense that authority corresponds, as Myriam 

Revault d’Allones says, to the power of beginnings.17 By capturing the power of 

metamorphosis, the Sovereign establishes himself, in the place of the nascent image, 

as a figure of the beginning, in a first and absolute principle from which the 

organization of the world and its permanence takes shape. 

The intrusion of Gaia the Black, Gaia the rebellious, corresponds on the contrary to 

this moment when this power of beginnings is restored to Earth: where the 

established authorities lose their legitimacy, where the distribution of places, the 

arrangement of relations that these authorities organize, is called into question. In 

this sense, Gaia’s intrusion expresses a rupture of time, of the regime organizing 

beings, hierarchizing them, and of a reign that commands and orders them according 

to appropriate roles and social functions. So not just a crisis in time but a crack of time 

itself. Modernity has collapsed because its authority has lost legitimacy: human time 

is no longer the reference time since Gaia’s intrusion. This is why we can see that 

 
16 Elias Canetti, The Torch in my Ear, New York, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1982. 
17 Myriam Revault d’Allonnes, Le pouvoir des commencements, essai sur l’autorité, éd. Seuil, 
2006. 
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what formed part of the Sovereign, the elected members, the organic laws, and the 

State institutions, seem to decompose, to lose consistency, to disintegrate. The way 

of organizing time and space, according to the modality of the Sovereign Monarch in 

the old regime or according to the modality of the social contract advocated by 

liberals, no longer makes sense. And for good reason: these two types of regimes 

had, as a corollary, the clear cut, the exclusive opposition between “Man” and the rest 

of Nature perceived as a regressive space where “Man” can once again become a 

wolf, a wild beast, a “primitive,” inarticulate, irrational being, or else become mad, 

instincts-driven or “depraved.” This testifies to an exit from modernity because this 

fissure of time is accompanied by a metamorphosis calling into play the porosity 

instituted between human limits and those of the other-than-humans, thereby 

awakening a number of anthropological experiences that modernity had rejected, 

repressed, under the banner of “civilization.” All these experiences have as a common 

feature the intensification in specific contexts of the pathic power of bodies and their 

capacity to be affected reciprocally, thus giving back to the notion of “limit” the 

primary meaning of “threshold,” passage, zone of metamorphic contagions. 

 

 

2) Personifications of worlds and “terrestrial people” 

 

The eruption of the powers of metamorphosis and the fundamental instability it 

causes cannot occur without provoking fear, without awakening a certain terror or 

panic: that which involves the risk of sinking into chaos, into the abyss. It is to this 

terror of chaos, used as a theme throughout the political history of the West (and 

elsewhere too), that the figure of a Sovereign power responds, whether it is 

embodied by Zeus or by the Leviathan. The theory of the state of nature, as a state of 
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perpetual war, is only one version of this ancestral story that stages the terror of 

metamorphosis. The instabilities, uncertainties and worries caused by the entry into 

this time of metamorphoses can thus awaken destructive powers, death wishes, in 

the sense theorized by Freud: the death wish is a wish for preservation that prefers 

death and destruction to transformation, to metamorphosis. Among these death 

wishes, one appears particularly dangerous to us precisely because it adorns itself in 

the garb of metamorphosis, but only to better ward it off and stabilize it: the figure of 

this death wish is the Cyborg, the technological mutant. The anthropologist Anne-

Christine Taylor describes the illusion of transformation represented by such a figure: 

“Among the Moderns,” she writes, 

 

The field of conceivable metamorphoses is swept away by a double movement. 

On the one hand, it is shrinking rapidly: werewolves have turned into criminals or 

psychiatric cases, we no longer dream - nor fear - of inhabiting the body of 

another natural species, much less of migrating to other modes of existence of the 

soul. On the other hand, it is widening under the effect of an increasing profiling 

of figures which blur the boundaries [such as] figures whose territory is located at 

the junction of the digital prosthesis industry and contemporary art, cyborgs, or 

people equipped with devices intended to compensate for sensory or functional 

deficiencies or even to 'increase' natural capacities.  

 

Taylor furthers that “the metamorphosis at play … takes the form of an increasing 

extension of the human” either by inclusion, or by augmentation, or by projection or 

transfer from the human to machines. “In short,” she concludes, “it is no longer a 

question of becoming Other but rather of becoming the Same, for better; and it is not 

entirely fortuitous that this extension of the human reign closely follows the advance 
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of the capitalist economy towards “natural” domains which previously escaped 

transformation into market value.”18 

The Cyborg, as a figure of pure enhancement – that is, excluding cases of 

augmentation that emerge from disability or medical necessity - leans on the fantasy 

of omnipotence, of an augmented humanity which ideologically facilitates the 

industrialization of living things, their capture in biotechnological forms and the 

patenting or instrumentation of bodily organs and fluids. The Cyborg represents the 

industry and the widespread putting to work of bodies, from the conception of its 

design to its machinating in the laboratory and its distribution by large firms and other 

GAFAMs (that is, Google, Amazon, Facebook, Apple, and Microsoft-like corporations). 

The Cyborg, when assembled for the purposes of putting bodies to work or 

maximizing profits, is the monstrous product of a modernity that does not know how 

to rise from its ashes, of a virilist technophile modernity that still believes it can extend 

the reign of the human and the capitalist economy. It is the fallacious, illusory image 

of an overcoming of modernity by an augmented modernization, which plans to 

integrate the power of metamorphosis to better ward it off: the fantasy of a self-

transformation through genetic biology or technology seems to reveal that the 

modern project of humanizing nature turns into the reciprocal project of transforming 

both ‘human’ and ‘nature’ into a technologically assisted post-human or in a 

cybernetized Earth-System. 

The Cyborg is the figure of the new sovereign power of Capital, planning to replace 

the modern figure of the Leviathan and extend the globalizing exercise of its planetary 

domination over the entire surface of the Earth: it is the achievement of precisely the 

Geo-power so hoped for by the supporters of Capital. 

 
18 Cf. the catalog of Quai Branly’s exhibition Persona, étrangement humain (ed. Aude Gros de 
Beler), Coéditions Actes Sud, 2016 p.246.   
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Donna Haraway tried to subvert the male and patriarchal image of the Cyborg by 

transforming it into a composite, ambiguous and queer figure.19 But this subversion 

wrecked itself on the rocks of reality, that is, on the reality of the capitalist economy. 

No cyborg can practically exist without involving the whole circuits of technological 

and industrial productions by which “humanity” confirms the power it claims to have 

on nature. Furthermore, the figure of the cyborg doesn’t escape to the transhumanist 

fantasy. This is why we prefer to follow the emergence of more ambiguous and 

troubled figures than the ones leaning on the capitalist industry, figures that 

contribute to expressing our psycho-affective transformations and relations with the 

other living beings. We prefer to follow Haraway on the terrestrial paths of the 

compost, when she stands on the side of humusities and calls herself a “compostist.”20 

To think metamorphosis today is to think Gaia’s intrusion as a condition of a 

becoming Other of Earth and of the beings inhabiting it. Becoming Other does not 

mean mutating into a new form, thanks to the technological means developed by the 

power of the Same. Nor is it fantasizing about a terraforming move to Mars, a way of 

extrapolating this modern feeling that has made Earth an alien planet to be conquered. 

Becoming Other is, on the contrary, to experience the terrestrial strangeness that 

inhabits us, the black Earth of metamorphosis, to experience that we are made up of 

beings other than humans and therefore woven from a common Geo-memory. Not 

only in the sense that we are living beings resulting from the co-evolution of species, 

but also in the sense that we are inhabited by them, psychically, imaginarily, and 

spiritually: we are moved by the same movement of animation that sets the Earth in 

 
19 Donna Haraway, Cyborg Manifesto, 1985, Socialist Review, 
http://www.stanford.edu/dept/HPS/Haraway/CyborgManifesto.html 
20  Donna Haraway, “Making Kin in the Chthulucene: Reproducing Multispecies Justice” in A. 
Clarke and D. Haraway (eds), Making Kin Not Population, 2018, Prickly Paradigm Press, 
Chicago, IL, pp. 67-99. 
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motion, moving it physically and emotionally. The humans species is made up of 

beings other than humans because through their co-affections and reciprocal 

exchanges, they express terrestrial emotion itself: bodies coming from other bodies 

and which, through their touching, can experience a common earth made up of 

several worlds. We go from an Earth colonized by nation-states to Earth-worlds, 

singular and plural at the same time, where the exceptionality of the “human” person 

carried by Western civilization would no longer reign supreme. 

It is no coincidence that this question of metamorphosis was so pervasive in the 

exhibition entitled “Persona” - strangely human, held at the Musée du Quai Branly 

(Paris) in 2016.21 For it is the very figure of the human and his world that collapses: 

the limits and boundaries vacillate between the self and the other, the figure of 

identity and that of the monstrous, the animated fetish and the agency of the 

interconnected things that surround us, a form made of an eminently singular matter 

and the cloning of entities or serialized dolls. The contours of the person, what defines 

the person, become blurred, just as “person effects” proliferate beyond humans: 

animals, plants, objects, spirits. As if an underlying animism resurfaced in the moving 

interstices of our dying world. How far does the human body and its power of 

animation, contamination, and metamorphosis extend? Should the notion of person 

be reserved exclusively for human beings? In Native American myths, anthropologist 

Viveiros de Castro reminds us, humans define less one species among others than 

the pre-cosmological condition of metamorphosis: human is then the other name for 

the metamorphic capacity of the cosmos.22 This is why the humans-of-species (or the 

humans-of-forms) maintain a common fundamental humanity with other-than-

humans. 

 
21 See Persona, étrangement humain. 
22 Eduardo Viveiros de Castro, Cannibal Metaphysics, 2014, edited and translated by Peter 
Skafish. 
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The myth of Prometheus proposes a symmetrically reversed reading since the 

metamorphic power of life, symbolized by fire, is attributed to a single species, “Man,” 

to the detriment of others. Yet it is precisely this metamorphic power common to all 

earthly beings that today seems to be awakening with the intrusion of Gaia and which 

is actualized in new personal or personifying configurations. These figures cross 

humans and other than humans in intrinsic relations, redefining human boundaries 

and potentially giving birth to a “terrestrial person.”  Seeing like a mountain, seeing 

like a river, seeing like an eel, seeing like a wolf, does not only mean adopting the 

point of view of other beings, but also experiencing in our flesh, in our sensitivity and 

imaginary, the porosity of the human self, the fact that it is constituted by other 

beings. This is why, by “terrestrial person,” we do not mean an individual or a subject 

opposed to a thing (an object), but a trans-specific relation, because it is the relation 

that makes a “person.” The terrestrial person is constituted by “greffes d’ouvert” 

(grafts of openness), to use the term of psychoanalyst Jean Oury, a graft between at 

least two powers of action, human and other than human: the relation, which effects-

and-affects the person, makes porous the limits between the inside of one and the 

outside of the other, between reality and fantasy, making the identity of species, 

gender, or race, uncertain. The graft is therefore neither biological nor technological 

or programmatic, but gives rise to a relational person. The terrestrial person actualizes 

a metamorphosis, without fixing it, thus the possibility of new encounters and 

relationships persist: the terrestrial person actualizes an encounter between 

heterogeneous forms of life which have opened up a world, for a moment or for a 

long time, in a given space and time. 

The terrestrial person is therefore by definition situated. Born of “grafts of 

openness,” the terrestrial person is invested with a “principle of the chimera,” in the 
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sense that the anthropologist Carlo Severi gives to this term in his studies of the 

masks or engravings adorning musical instruments of Africa and Oceania: 

 

 “An African or Oceanian chimera is comparable to a “double image” because 

it is part of a double process. On the one hand, it is generated by the articulation 

of fragments from different beings: the bird, the snake and lightning in the case 

of Hopis. On the other hand, it rests on a balance between a visible part given 

to be seen and another part which is given to think.”23 

 

The chimera has thus two characteristics: a singular articulation of heterogeneous 

fragments, and the passage from a visible face to an invisible face. The visible face 

corresponds to the composition and the articulation of a plurality of forms in a 

somewhat stabilized whole, which make up the singular unity of the relational person. 

This is one of the outcomes of the process of metamorphosis; but this outcome, the 

quasi-stabilization, always carries within it an invisible face, an inframorphosis that 

potentially opens to other relationships and encounters, to other becomings, an 

inframorphosis that cannot be objectified, but corresponds rather to what we call the 

“pathic” : that which reciprocally touches the forms of life, affects them, and dedicates 

them to more or less profound, lasting changes. 

The metamorphosis is set in motion when the body is affected by what binds it to 

other bodies, when it enters into what Deleuze and Guattari call a “disjunctive 

synthesis.” Metamorphosis supposes the meeting of heterogeneous forms, it is the 

capacity to let oneself be affected by the other, in the encounter, that actualizes the 

metamorphosis in a synthetic formation and opens it to new becomings. It is 

 
23 “The Chimera principle,” an Interview with Carlo Severi by Claude Imbert and Jeanette 
Zwingenberger, Art Press n°13, May-July 2009, p.48. 
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therefore this “grafts of openness” caught up in becoming-others that we call 

“terrestrial persons.” 

In Crowds and Power, Elias Canetti describes the process by which the “Bushmen” 

- today called the San (a people of southern Africa) - resonate with other than 

humans: 

 

“The signs by which they recognize the approach of an animal or a human are 

signs of their own body. … A son feels the old wound of his father at the very 

place of his body where his father received it. He then knows that his father is 

approaching the house. An ostrich scratches the lower neck with its paw, 

where a louse stings it. The Bushman feels the same spot on his neck where 

the ostrich is scratching. A man feels on his own feet the trampling of antelopes 

in the bushes. He feels the black stripe of the antelope on his face, which goes 

from the forehead to the nostrils. He feels the black markings of the antelope's 

eyes on his eyes. He feels the black hairs on the side of the animal on his 

ribs.”24. 

 

The body of a San becomes the body of his father, of an ostrich, and of an antelope. 

He is all these bodies, at concomitant and different times, and himself, depending on 

the situation. The “and” means that there are potentially many “grafts of openness” 

that can give rise to terrestrial becomings in the form of relational persons. 

What Canetti says about the San shows what a terrestrial becoming could mean, 

what kind of process the chimera “inhabitant-of-the-Loire-eel-river,” but also 

“Camille-newt-bocage”25 (on the ZAD of Notre-Dame-Des-Landes), or “Grave-

 
24 Elias Canetti, Crowds and Power, New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1984. 
25 On the ZAD of Notre-Dame-Des-Landes, the people struggling against the project of 
construction of the airport called themselves “Camille” to escape the identification by the 
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Glacier-Alps” could open. These chimeric trans-species experiences, appearing in 

particular situations and then maintained by lasting collective formations that we call 

terrestrial persons, would be constituted by relationships of attachment, of reciprocal 

co-affections, linked to the experience of a co-living and of sharing a common 

animus: an animation that links them in a community of destiny. 

This is why, if the Earth seems limited in its observable celestial form, it is unlimited 

in its animistic power and in its imperceptible infraphysical26 metamorphoses. And if 

Gaia is the intrusion that pushes the Earth and its inhabitants to be moved by their 

terrestrial existence and to reinvent itself, Gaia also bears the inalienable, 

unconstructable dimension27 as Frédéric Neyrat writes, that comes from Chaos and 

carries it in its bowels, in the obscure matter composing it and from which all the 

existing beings decompose by metamorphosis and become other than themselves: 

person-chimeras. 

The terrestrials therefore carry within them the duplicitous body to which they give 

multiple names from their many trials and metamorphic perspectives: for some it will 

be the Earth-Gaia, the Black Earth, for others it will be the Earth-Pachamama 

(Amerindians), Earth-Hapano (from Kasua of New Guinea), Earth-Jukurrpa (from 

Australian aborigines), Earth Omama (for the Yanomami) and many other Earths. We 

should therefore rather write this attachment to the Earth in the plural rather than in 

the singular, underlining the different perspectives evoked by Eduardo Viveiros de 

Castro and Deborah Danowski, during a conference organized in Rio in 2001, under 

the title: “The thousand names of Gaia.” 

 
police and to avoid the pervert effects of mediatization that artificially creates “leaders” or 
“representants” of the social movements. The name “Camille” can suit masculine and female, 
it is a “queer” name. 
26 Cf. David gé Bartoli et Sophie Gosselin, Le toucher du monde, techniques du naturer, éd. 
Dehors, 2019. 
27 Frédéric Neyrat, The Unconstructable Earth, Fordham UP, 2018. 
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Naming this intrusion is also an opportunity for a real decolonization of thought, a 

decentering of Western ethnocentrism. Earth is therefore not just a wandering planet 

in the solar system and Gaia is truly neither Pachamama nor Jukurrpa, and we need 

to mix (“métisser”) the planet Earth with the power of Dream and of inventing, through 

Gaia's cunning intelligence, a Black Earth endorsing revolt. 

Naming this intrusion as a true cosmic revolution is the perfect opportunity to 

share emerging worlds.28 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
28 See Baptiste Morizot and Nastassja Martin, “Retour du temps du mythe,” https://issue-
journal.ch/focus-posts/baptiste-morizot-et-nastassja-martin-retour-du-temps-du-mythe-2/ 
 


